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Travel / Adventure

Anything Worth Doing
A true story of adventure, friendship and tragedy 
on the last of the West’s great rivers

Jo Deurbrouck

A compelling adventure narrative that celebrates wild rivers 
and Western landscapes. Reviewers are saying Anything 
Worth Doing will become an outdoor classic!

“Anything Worth Doing is a true drama whose characters will break your heart 
with their dreams, courage, vulnerability, and absolute determination to live 
life on their own terms, no matter the cost.”
—Kim Barnes, author of In the Kingdom of Men

“...Ms. Deurbrouck has written Western river lovers a white-knuckled adven-
ture classic.”
—-David James Duncan, author of The River Why, The Brothers K, & the forthcoming Sun House

“If Clancy Reece’s adage, ‘Anything worth doing is worth overdoing,’ rings 
even a distant bell of truth for you, then you simply must read Jo  
Deurbrouck’s utterly engrossing account of Reece’s doomed final voyage.”
—-Steven Hawley, author of Recovering a Lost River: Removing Dams, Rewilding Salmon, Revital-
izing Communities

“...This unforgettable book ... catches, then lodges in the eddy of the heart.”
—Cort Conley, Literature Program Director, Idaho Commission on the Arts

What makes Anything Worth Doing stand out among adventure titles?

The two raft guides at the book’s heart don’t just love wilderness and run big whitewater. 
They wrestle with risk; with their friendship; with the degraded beauty of dammed rivers; and 
with the poverty nearly every committed adventurer accepts. 

Deurbrouck is a gifted writer and a meticulous researcher. She also draws on her own 
experience as a 12-year wilderness whitewater guide. The narrative that results is thrilling, 
heartbreaking, and utterly believable. 

Anything Worth Doing tells the true story of two men whose friendship grows from their 
shared love of rivers. “Anything worth doing is worth overdoing” becomes their shared 
motto, and it leads them into a series of journeys that span a decade. Some are idyllic, like 
the 900-mile, month-long sojourn in a handmade sailing dory down the Salmon, Snake and 
Columbia rivers to the Pacific. Other adventures seem merely strange, like the grueling 
marathon the men called the ‘5X5’—five 100-mile whitewater river segments run in five 
consecutive days. 

One heart wrenching day the odds catch up with them. Their dory capsizes in icy, flood-
stage waters. Before the men’s desperate swim ends, one will face the fact that, 
although he has never failed at anything important, he cannot save his friend.
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